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Abstract
Patterns are abstractions of multiple instances to a core invariant structure of the solution. But what level of abstractions to choose? As each abstraction means a loss of information, we need to think about which abstractions are justified to have patterns that are flexible, open and instructive. We will discuss different types of abstractions and point out what has to be observed in this abstractions process. This will help us to build patterns that are more suitable in their practical usage and to generate a pattern language, which is more consistent and completed.

1 Why is abstraction important for pattern design?
Patterns generalize over multiple cases and capture the essence of similar structures at a mid-level of abstraction (Gabriel 1996). But “mid-level” is a wide range. Rising (2007) points out there might not be one right level of abstraction. The challenge is that patterns can be too vague or contain too many details (Buschmann 2007). Too detailed descriptions are hard to transfer to new situations. Unless stated explicitly it is not clear which structural qualities are required by the specific context and which parts of the solution structure are more general and qualify for generalization. Too abstract pattern descriptions are hard to grasp, difficult to understand and less instructive. As patterns are only general for the identified context, they are usually not universal (Lea 1994). A pattern becomes more universal when it can be used in different contexts and its solution offers different options for its implementation.

A pattern that is too abstract might become meaningless because the relevant parts are missing. What is relevant depends on the context and the experience of the person who applies the pattern. A general context implies that the solution is also stated in more general terms. The reason is that there will be many differences in the particular contexts and therefore the solution must be flexible to adapt to the particular forces found in the situation. Patterns should provide enough detail but be general enough at the same time (Coplien 1996). Patterns are mid-level abstractions and not blueprints or exact step-by-step recipes: “much of the power of patterns stems from the fact that they do not prescribe a particular implementation” (Buschmann 2007, 76).

They are rather sketches or loose diagrams that illustrate the structural quality of the pattern, i.e. the fundamental relations of the elements of a pattern. A pattern does not specify every detail but its gestalt needs to sustain: “It means, of course, that I want to make a simple picture of it, which lets me grasp it as a whole. And it means, too, that as far as possible, I want to paint this simple picture out of as few elements as possible. The fewer elements there are, the richer the relationships between them, and the more of the picture lies in the ‘structure’ of these relationships” (Alexander 1979, 81).

For educational reasons we will illustrate our argumentation with two lines of examples from different domains: One line is drawn form the domain of everyday life and should be understandable without special knowledge. In this case we have chosen as the object of attention the commonly known concept of “car”. The other line of illustration comes from our special domain pedagogical/educational environments.

First line of illustration – common sense example car: no. 1

Too abstract: If we want someone to teach how to build a “vehicle” we will be confronted with intractable problems. The concept “vehicle” is too abstract because it can mean very different things such as bike, car, train or an airplane. All of these objects belong to the category of “vehicle” but are so different to each other that we need to cover an unsurmountable broad range of knowledge. The concept of “vehicle” is therefore not constitutive for draftsmen or designing engineers.

Too concrete: On the other hand we could choose to teach how to construct a specific car model. In this case we can describe the building process in all its details. A specific model of a car, however, is no longer a design pattern. Being fully specified there is no more variability. It is only a template and each instance created by that template looks similar except for surface properties such as colour.
Another failure of too concrete descriptions is to start with specific parts rather than describing a larger whole. For example, we could start with teaching how to construct an auto body. There are many different types of auto bodies and indeed there exist body shops and specialists for bodywork, called coachbuilder in Britain. But even if there (should) exist a pattern language for coachbuilders it seems not the right way to start teaching with the subject of body construction. Bodywork is too specialized and a carriage or auto body is not a self-contained whole. It always needs the reference to the object it will form a part, the object to which it belongs.

The middle level: However, if we use for our educational focus the abstract concept of a “car” it is clearer what is meant. Yet there are actually millions of ways to build a car. The pattern “car” is generative, real forms can be derived from that concept. The more specific patterns “cabriolet”, “SUV”, “van” still are generative for there are many variations of these subclasses of cars. They are still a challenge to develop and to construct and are therefore constitutive for car designers or generally speaking for designing engineers.

Second line of illustration – specialist knowledge example teaching: no. 1

Too abstract: Experiential education or even experiential learning is certainly a very interesting research field in its own. But is it also a suitable concept to teach apprentice-teacher how to prepare for their classroom teaching? We believe not, it is too abstract to specify a teaching design. There are not only many strategies for experiential learning but quite different approaches as well such as visit, excursion, exploration, hands-on training, internship, project, legitimate peripheral participation (Lave and Wenger 1991) just to mention a few of them (cf. Baumgartner 2011, 267).

Too concrete: But if we try to explain apprentice-teachers what to do every couple of minutes and how to sequence these episodes then we are surely too much into the details. Such explicit plans mostly do not work because nobody can foresee the problems we confront in real life as we cannot dismiss the “thrownness” in our Being-in-the-world as Heidegger put it (2008, 174). Unexpected “interruptions” like a failing technical (teaching) device, a (complicated) question by a student are able to overthrow every detailed planning. But even worse: To teach apprentice-teacher on such low level of abstraction prevents to get down to the nitty-gritty of lesson planning. Unfortunately such approach is still very common as one can see of some “tools” apprentice-teacher are forced to use for their lesson planning (cf. Figure 1 and 2 next page). At this concrete level teacher students are forced to plan their interactions as micro-interventions in the range of some minutes and they have to think ahead what kind of medium and social form they will apply to their micro-teaching episodes (Baumgartner 2006).

The middle level: Instead of teaching superfluous in-depth details of lesson planning we should concentrate our teaching to teacher-novices how to plan an excursion, an exploration, a project etc. These mentioned approaches aim at some kind of immersion into reality to get his/her own life experiences and are in contrast to many other families of teaching patterns like teacher-centered teaching, problem-based learning, learning through case studies etc. Even if all these teaching models belong to a family of teaching patterns we could call “experiential learning” they are quite distinct in their structure and procedures. They are open for much variation. Two projects for instance are never identical, even if they address the same problems and aim at the same goals (Baumgartner and Payr 1997).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aufbau der Unterrichtsstunde</th>
<th>Unterrichtsziels: Lehr- und Lernschritte</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Stundenbeginn – Einstieg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>Integrale von Lehrinhaltet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>Lehr-Inhalte – Übungsbeispiele</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>Verabschiedung (bei Lehrinhaltet-Übungen)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>Übungsbeispiele – Einordnung der Übungsbeispiele</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Übungsbeispiele – Übungsäußerung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Erreichen des Unterrichtsziel: Lehr- und Lernschritte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Stundenende – Ausklang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>Verabschiedung (bei Lehrinhaltet-Übungen)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>Übungsbeispiele – Übungsäußerung</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Form for Lesson Structuring (Becker et al. 2007, Friedrich Jahresheft XXV:64)
Figure 2: Form for Lesson Planning (Böhm and Klaffke 2010, 21)
2 What are the main characteristics of abstractions?

2.1 Different levels of reality

Our examples show: There are different levels of abstractions in which we conceive reality. Some philosopher like Nicolai Hartmann (1964) and Michael Polanyi (1969; 1974; 2009) claim that this is not only a perception or construction of our mind but that reality itself consists of different levels. This is a general principle of our world we have to come to grip with. The mentioned philosophers have investigated the laws that control the levelled structure of reality. In this paper we cannot discuss all the details but need to outline at least two aspects of their findings.

2.1.1 Inclusive hierarchy

The levels are not just layers ordered one on top of the other, but they form an inclusive hierarchy where the “higher” ones include all the “lower” ones.

First line of illustration – common sense example car: no. 2

The car includes among other things such as motor, chassis, car tires, seats and a steering wheel also our previously mentioned auto body. All these parts could be conceived as members of a “lower” level of the reality of a car. Screws, bolts and fan belt are instances of a layer that is even lower. All objects of a (relatively) lower level are included in the higher level; they form together an inclusive hierarchy with different levels. All these items are tacitly included when we are referring to a “car”. In contrast: a driver, a street or for my sake a brick are not parts of a car. These objects belong to different domains.

Second line of illustration – specialist knowledge example teaching: no. 2

Some educational researcher like Flechsig (1983; 1996) and Baumgartner (2011) have also conceived the educational domain as consisting of different levels (Cf. Figure 3 next page, showing the inclusion principle by using an “onion”-metaphor instead a pyramid-metaphor). The importance of this conception lies in the claim that different levels are subject to different laws. In order to design educational situations we have to investigate the underlying principles and take them into account.

2.1.2 Emergence

Another important issue is the fact that characteristics of “higher” levels cannot be reduced or explained from the laws or principles of their parts from “lower” levels. The property “liquid” is not present in one molecule H₂O
but is an emergent property of the higher level “water” caused by the organisation and interaction of parts to each other from the lower level.

First line of illustration – common sense example car: no. 3
It is obvious and trivial to say that the mode of operation of a car is not explained by the additive combination of its part. It is the specific organisation and interaction of all the parts that cause the car to work.

Second line of illustration – specialist knowledge example teaching: no. 3
It is not so easy to give examples of emergence in the humanities or in the social sciences like in physics or chemistry. But intuitively we do know that of the level of curricula emerge other properties that could not be explained solely from the standpoint of their modules. To investigate these new characteristics and their interdependencies between the different levels is one important lesson we have learned from the level-of-reality point of view.

It seems to us that the level of Educational Scenarios is the most important one in preparing for teaching classes. We give the reason for this opinion in section 3. But anyway: Always connected with a certain level of abstraction, there is a specific set of questions we need to answer in order to design appropriate interactions: What kind of educational interactions (= lower level) do we need to form a suitable educational scenario? What kind of educational scenarios should we use and how should we orchestrate them into the classroom in order to shape the subject-matter block (= higher level) more effectively for the student learning experience?

In this conception the chosen (“right”) level of abstraction turns out as a middle strata because we have to switch out attention between lower and higher level in order to figure out the necessary building blocks (= lower level) and to estimate the emerging consequences (= higher level).

2.2. Granularity and scope
In choosing the appropriate level of reality for pattern construction we have to account of two other features in the inclusive hierarchy of abstractions. One is the distance between different objects at the same level of abstraction and the other one is the distance of the different levels themselves. We will call the first one internal granularity and the second one external granularity.

Internal granularity measures to what extent a certain level of abstraction is populated with objects or processes. The more items we account for the abstraction level in question the higher is the chance that two items are quite similar and the less far away are they in our internal graded cognitive representation.

External granularity on the other hand is a measure how far away two levels of abstractions are situated. Granularity can be compared with the artificial composition of a photo: internal granularity looks at the chosen level of pixel resolution, external granularity focuses at the texture, the overall structure of the picture.

The same objects or processes in different combinations of included hierarchies can be a separate hierarchy (addressing external granularity) or just another family member in the same hierarchy level (addressing internal granularity). It depends on the overall structure of the hierarchy.

Scope is another important technical term in our argumentation. Scope indicates the share of influence to change reality accounted for by a certain abstraction level. Scope determines the relative position in the inclusive hierarchy of abstractions. Scope is dependent from the focus of our interest and the target group we plan to address.

Scope refers therefore to the realm of reality and the circumference covered by the level of abstraction in question. Designing patterns of lower levels of abstractions are linked to seemingly smaller changes if we just look at the objects or processes themselves. But as a new design of these smaller items could also change their interaction with other objects or processes in the world they could have (through emergence) profound impact of higher levels of reality. For instance the appearance of small gadgets like the smartphone has changed significantly our communication habits and life style.

Coherence: The most important thing with granularity is not the absolute size of the distance of their items but their consistency throughout the different abstraction levels. If there are big differences in the number of objects or processes populating the different levels we may ask if we have broken up the levels of reality appropriately.
The division of a larger whole into its parts has not only implications to the gap between the different levels of abstraction (external granularity) but has also consequences for internal granularity. If the overall structure is very coarse it does not make sense to go into the very details of just one of those levels.

**First line of illustration – common sense example car: no. 4**

**External Granularity:** We have a greater external granularity when we construct a hierarchy with just the levels of “vehicle → car” then we would have if we construct “vehicle → motor vehicle → means of transport → personal transport → car”. In the second example the “space” between vehicle and car is filled up with other levels of abstraction and reduces the distance or gap between different levels. It depends of our problems we want to solve and our target group we want to address what would be the more appropriate break down of reality into abstractions levels.

**Internal Granularity:** If we consider one of our specified abstraction levels (e.g. “car”) the difference in internal granularity would be exemplified by “passenger car → truck” versus a list of models e.g. including all brands of all car manufacturers. We could even distinguish between different years of manufacturer. As we said above this would go too much in details; the changes would focus on details that are not functional relevant like colour.

In the chain “vehicle → motor vehicle → means of transport → personal transport → car” there is no place for a separate tier of “motor” abstractions. It could be only a detail in the abstractions levels of cars. But in the structure “environment → traffic → vehicles → car → motor” does “motor” fit as separate level of abstraction in order to tackle pollution problems.

Even if we have chosen to stop the external granularity at a certain level, let’s say at the level of “cars” then we still could depict different amounts of information about the family members of this chosen level. We could for instance include or exclude details such as the motor. Again it depends on our questions and target groups: If we are going to find an appropriate traffic solution for suburban community we could exclude the different kinds of motors as irrelevant; but if we are going to improve the environmental situation the construction of motors could be important for our problem.

**Scope:** If we design patterns for a traffic solution each pattern would have a much greater impact (=broader scope) than we would have if we would focus just on the design of passenger cars. For the traffic solution we would need also to incorporate the population, housing, structure of streets, parking places, traffic lights, public transport etc. In the design of passenger cars all these items are of minor relevance.

**Consistency:** But whatever we chose and what kind of target group we are going to address we need to be coherent in our granularity. In the hierarchy “environment → traffic → vehicles → car → motor” we would not go into the details of the construction of traffic lights (level “traffic”) as these concerns are not important for environmental issues. But traffic signals are relevant in their distribution and timing sequence within the area we focus on. On the other hand it could be very relevant to go into very details of car construction, as their power engine, weight and speed are highly relevant for particular matter and other environmental impact.

**Target Group:** If we are going to write patterns to educate bodywork designer we should write patterns for all parts that are functional for the visual appearance like hoods, head- and taillights, doors, grills etc. but we would not include screws and bolts. But if we would address coachbuilder then we would even need to go into the different kinds of bolts like axle bolt, distance bolt, and their different forms like S-, T-, U-bolts.

![Figure 5: Different focus changes the overall abstractions hierarchy (external granularity) and how much one has to go into the details of one hierarchy (internal granularity)]
Second line of illustration – specialist knowledge example teaching: no. 4

External granularity: We have already argued for a greater external granularity for training purposes of apprentice-teachers. Instead to combine the tiers of “education scenario ← education ensemble ← module” into one category may be called “didactical design” or just “teaching” or “instruction”, we suggest cutting reality into more tractable (smaller) layers and breaking up the very general category of “teaching”.

Internal granularity: The more items are ascribed to one level the finer graduated are the differences. Again it depends on our educational goal and the target group we want to address.

One could argue that novice-teacher should not be confronted with too many details, as they could be intimidated purely from the sheer enormity of different options. So we should constrain our instruction to novice-teacher to the prototype or some very high ranked “good” examples. On the other hand one could counter that the complexities of reality should not be concealed completely because it would make it more difficult to find answers to practical challenges. Whatever argument is valid it is clear enough that to educate expert teachers one certainly would need a more refined abstraction layer with more objects or processes e.g. a bigger family with more members.

### Figure 6: Educational Taxonomy (Baumgartner 2011)

One of the authors (Peter) has presented in his educational framework (Baumgartner 2011) several level of abstractions for every different level of education action. This demonstrates that there always could different level of abstractions to describe the same educational situation.

We have already described the levels of the y-Axis as an inclusive hierarchy (cf. figure 4), so we can concentrate on the x-Axis of figure 6: The hierarchy of abstractions levels consists of five layers: (educational) Categories ← (educational) Dimensions ← (educational) Principles ← (informal educational practice) Descriptions. Each of these different abstractions levels has a different scope and is addressed to different design problems and targets groups. Educational categories form the most general abstraction level and address the design of educational theories. On the other pole we have informal educational descriptions lacking abstractions at all but are suitable for personal day-to-day communication. One essential line of argument in this hierarchy of abstractions is the claim that the formal format of education patterns are better suited to transfer practical know-how than the more abstract and stale format of teaching models.

Focusing of the action layer of educational scenarios Peter has worked out 21 binary relationships resulting from 7 basic categories 26 educational dimensions, educational principles (130) educational models (133, by far not complete, only a subset of possible teaching models) and therefore subdivided and grouped together into (so far) 18 families of educational models. These magnitudes of family members for each abstraction level are within our proposed limits (20 to 230 resp. 150) as we have outlined later in this paper.

Scope: It is obvious that the design of educational policy by the government has a much broader range of impacts as the design of micro-didactical interventions by a teacher. If we want to cover such a broad field, we need to cope with the complexity on a higher level of abstraction. In the scope of educational policy it is appropriate to abstract to experiential learning and only consider the emergent impacts in the context of the whole policy. However, if we want to design courses that include experiential learning we are changing our scope to that part of the larger whole. Therefore, we need to change to a granularity
level that makes the differences between visit, excursion, exploration, hands-on training, internship, project etc. visible.

2.3 Different abstraction strategies?
There is a lot of research going on about then nature and characteristics of abstraction processes (Bjørner 2005; Kaschek 2004; Fine 2002). We cannot go into the details here but we will outline three important abstraction strategies:

- We can focus our attention to certain feature with has the impact of reduction. Sometimes this strategy is called abstraction by isolation, as we segregate some properties as irrelevant. We will call this process “abstraction by segregation”.
- We can lump different elements in one category by focussing on structural similarity. While the details of the considered criteria may vary their relations are kept intact. Sometimes this strategy is called generalisation, which is in our opinion a misnomer as all kinds of abstraction results into generalisation. We will therefor call this abstraction procedure as “abstraction by aggregation”.
- If we abandon the somewhat atomistic and static view of individual elements we can look of the dynamic interaction of different elements and focus of the emergent qualities. Different combination of interactions results into different emergent properties. We call this procedure “abstraction by emergence”.

For the sake of simplicity let us consider three very primitive systems of points that are distributed along a one dimensional line. While these three systems have been created artificially for illustrations they are real systems. We choose such a primitive system of points for a good reason: we can start at the most concrete level that captures the real properties of the points without any abstraction in the beginning.

![Figure 7: Systems of points](image)

As you can see, the points of our three systems have different colours. That means, each point has at least two properties really: the **position** on the line and a **colour**.

### 2.3.1 Abstraction by segregation
A feature of the actual object is omitted. Positive abstraction means according to Erdmann (1892) to isolate the relevant features and focus on them; negative abstraction isolates irrelevant variations between several objects. As we are distinguishing different kinds of abstraction we will use for these kinds of abstractions the notions of positive and negative segregation.

Abstraction by segregation is the most intuitive abstraction procedure. Features that are omitted in an abstraction will have no correspondence in the resulting model. Features can be omitted if they are not relevant or it is clear how the appropriate option is selected, i.e. how the best alternative is chosen. Because we omit only irrelevant or superficial features, this form of abstraction should not cause any changes to the granularity or scope. The purpose is to focus on those features that are relevant for a specific question or task. A common misuse of this form of abstraction is to omit features that are essential differentiators. For example, if we want to focus on the nutritional facts of an apple we could abstract from its actual taste. However, if we want to prepare a delicious meal we should not abstract from the actual taste. In this case treating an apple and a lemon as equal could be fatal.

For our system of points let us assume that we are only interested in the positions of the points, not their colours. This would be an example for “abstraction by segregation”. There could be two reasons why we focus on the points only.

(a) We consider the colour as irrelevant. That would be negative segregation, taking everything away that has been identified as irrelevant for specific question.

(b) We consider only the points as relevant. That would be positive segregation, focussing only on the properties that are relevant for a specific question.

The result of positive or negative segregation is the same. However, for more complex system the process of identifying relevant properties vs. identifying irrelevant features may differ strongly. Even for our primitive
system, positive and negative segregations differ in their justification. For positive segregation we argue why one property is considered relevant. For negative segregation we argue why one property is considered irrelevant.

For our primitive system we can argue that we want to focus on spatial relations of points and therefore only their positions are relevant.

Figure 8: Abstraction to positions

This abstraction did no harm to our dimension of interest: abstracting from the actual colour does not have any effect on the spatial positions. The properties are independent and isolating one property does not change the behaviour or effect the other. In spite of the abstraction the spatial distribution of points is absolutely equal to the original system.

If we consider the abstracted systems 2 and 3 we will find that both are now identical because of the abstraction. We can treat system 2 and system 3 equally as far as the spatial relations are concerned. Instead of three different systems, we only have two different systems to cope with because 2 and 3 are now identical. The dimension of interest remains untouched.

First line of illustration – common sense example car: no. 5
Each car has an abundance of properties: body colour, maximum speed, production date etc. Which properties matter depend on the questions one wants to be answered. If we are interested in the amount of charge a car can transport, we can abstract from its colour and production date. If we are interested in its aesthetical features we must not abstract from the colour but can abstract from its speed and its transportation properties.

Second line of illustration – specialist knowledge example teaching: no. 5
Each teaching situation is a complex setup with many properties: the feelings and motivations of students and teachers, the teaching location, the group size etc. However, to describe a teaching situation appropriately we are usually not interested in the height and weight of the students, their names or hair colours.

2.3.2 Abstraction by aggregation
A feature of the actual object is covered but not precisely. While abstraction by segregation omits irrelevant features, abstraction by aggregation omits irrelevant variations but should preserve the general structure (Wundt 1907). For example, the different widths of a street are mapped to one line thickness.

Let us consider this abstraction for our system of points. Remember that each point on the line is a real element (although being in an artificial system). In the process of abstraction by aggregation, individual element can be put with one another into the same category. Abstraction in this case means that we will consider two elements as equal if their differences are within a tolerable extend. That is on the higher levels we do not differentiate between the actual differentiations of the elements.

Figure 9: Abstraction by aggregating different values
Consider figure 9. At the chosen granularity, at the first level of abstraction each point is mapped to a different category – a clearly distinguished section. While we lose the exact position of the point at this level of abstraction, all elements that are differentiated in reality are still represented as different. This differentiation, however, gets lost on higher levels of abstraction. For example let us consider the points a, b and c. At the 1st level of abstraction these points remain distinguishable. At the 2nd level of abstraction b and c fall into the same category. At the 3rd level there is no more differentiation between a, b and c. Because of the broader internal granularity they fall into the same category.

In an abstract representation each point could be represented by its average value or its range of values. Whatever the choice is, the abstract representation no longer differentiates between the actual elements. Likewise, the differentiation between points d and e would already get lost on the first level of abstraction. Therefore we have to be aware that the abstraction process by aggregation will not destroy the structural information we are interested in.

Abstraction by aggregation that do not differentiate between the actual elements are not always a bad thing. For example, even on the higher levels a and b are clearly distinct from f and g. Instead of differentiating between cat and dog, we can categorize them as pets. This means loss of information but we can still distinguish pets from wild animals, or mammals from reptiles.

Abstraction by aggregation may or may not lead to a loss of structural information if we consider the interplay of several elements of the system. We can consider the points a, b and c as a sub-system. On the 1st level of abstraction the differentiation of its elements remains intact and the structure of relations is preserved. On the 2nd level of abstraction, however, b and c fall into the same category. Hence, the structure of the aggregated system is different from the structure of the real system. Emergent behaviour between the elements may no longer be captured. The interplay of two “pets” is different from the interplay of a “dog” and a “cat”.

**Figure 10: Abstraction by aggregation with and without loss of structure**

Patterns must preserve the structural relations we are interested in. We generalize over the detailed values of elements but the elements and their relations remain distinct and intact. Abstraction by aggregation should be done to a maximal extent that is before the structure gets lost. Then we simplify over multiple cases to one general structure and show a range of potential configurations rather than specific ones. The structural relations we are interested in are preserved and so are the emergent qualities arisen from the lower levels. Another approach to abstraction is to focus on the emergent qualities only rather than the actual structure, as we will see in the next section.

**First line of illustration – common sense example car: no. 6**

We can abstract from the actual sizes of wheels, the exact lengths and width of the body etc. However, the structural relations between the parts must remain intact. Moreover, the actual values need to be within a range of valid values. At a certain length of a body, we would perceive a limousine or a bus rather than a car.

**Second line of illustration – specialist knowledge example teaching: no. 6**

We can abstract from the actual number of participants, the actual duration of learning sessions or the length of an introduction if these values are within reasonable limits. For instance it may be not relevant if we organize a learning experience for 10 or 13 participants, if this experience lasts for 45 or 55 minutes and the structural relations of activities remain intact (e.g. 1 teacher makes the introduction, in front of a group of learner).
2.3.3 Abstraction by emergence

Abstraction to emergent qualities is discussed in the context of both information and complexity theory (for example: Gleick 2011; Mitchell 2009; Holland 2000) but the idea of complex abstractions (i.e. the complex grouping of features to a whole) has already been discussed by St. Thomas (cf. Bobik 1963). Emergence means that the complex interplay of elements of a lower level leads to new effects or laws on a higher level. However, we do not need to consider the specific configuration of the components as long as the quality on the higher level is preserved. For example, to understand how a car works we do not need to analyse its chemical composition (Von Baeyer, 2004).

In our system of points we have already observed that the abstraction of multiple elements as one intact system has implications for the right level of abstraction. While we required that both the structure and its emergent qualities remain intact, an abstraction to emergent qualities considers the actual micro-structure on a lower level as a “black box” and abstracts to the behaviour in a macro-structure on a higher level. We no longer consider the details of the actual parts, but the emerging whole. As a consequence, instead of considering multiple elements on a micro-level, we only consider one element on the macro-level.

Abstraction by emergence:

![Abstraction by emergence](image)

Figure 11: Abstraction by emergence

Abstraction by emergence means to see different objects as one whole. As a consequence we introduce a new level of reality, or a new dimension. If we have three points on a line each point can be specified by one value. However, there are implicitly new qualities: the distance between the points may be equal, or two points might be very close whereas the third point is far away. In two-dimensional space, such qualitative relations are easier to see: if four points are arranged in the right way they can form a square. However, the “squareness” (the property to be a square) is not due to a single point but the result of the emergent interplay of all four points. While on the level of points, we have four elements that can be differentiated (four different points), a square is a single element of a higher level. When we speak of squares we do not need to specify the single points anymore (until we want to actually draw a square).

First line of illustration – common sense example car: no. 7

The single parts of a car are one compound concept on a higher level of reality. When we abstract to emergent qualities we change the dimension. Very different forms can have the same effects, i.e. be located closely to each other in the new dimension: different vehicles can transport us to a destination. On the lower level of reality objects may be very different whereas on the higher level different objects may have the same effect. The many different possible levels of fuel in a car (many micro states) are mapped to enough/need to refill (two macro-states). At the level of the macro-state, it does not matter which actual micro state there is. To know that the tank is going to be empty is enough to know that we should look for a gas station. Easily we could imagine for practical reasons on the higher level of behaviour a third state called: “Emergency!” This state communicates, “Watch out, you are really low on gas. Immediately look for a gas station!” – This examples shows that number and type of macro-states are controlled by the desired (emergent) behaviour on the higher level.

Second line of illustration – specialist knowledge example teaching: no. 7

The actual number of learners is mapped to different kinds of group sizes (small/medium/large e.g. three macro-states). Peter in his “taxonomy” has distinguished 5 different macro-states: individual – couple (2 members) – small group (3-7 members) – middle (8-30 members = class room) – big (30+).

This illustrates that types and numbers of macro-states are influenced by (theoretical or empirical) assumptions about emergent features coming up in the higher abstraction level. With the relevant new
events of MOOCs it is questionable if the 5 macro-states mentioned above are sufficient and if there wouldn’t be other macro-states besides 30+ group members.

Or more generally speaking: Types and numbers of macro-states are a function by the possible emergent qualities of the macro level. In the “taxonomy” all 26 educational dimensions are mapped equally to 5 macro-states (educational principles). From the point of the new consideration in this paper this kind of mapping for symmetrical reasons is not correct anymore and should be revised to incorporate empirical or hypothesized emergent educational qualities on the higher level.

As we have learned by the process “abstraction by emergence” one major problem of abstraction is often that the elements are tackled independently. However, decoupled objects are only nearly-independent. They still rely on the context. That is why pattern descriptions should take care of explicating the dependencies to other parts of a larger whole.

The very common and often used two abstractions procedures (“abstraction by segregation” and “abstraction by aggregation”) do not only miss emergent behaviour but they are also problematic for static mapping.

2.3.4 Structure preserving abstractions

When we are looking for patterns it is important to understand that abstractions by segregation, aggregation and emergence should be done only when the structure is preserved or can be re-constructed. In these cases, the relevant information is still there. In the case of abstraction by segregation there should be no features left out that are essential to the structure we are interested in. Abstraction by aggregation means that similar micro-structures are identified and abstracted to one modelled structure. These similar micro-structures can also be abstracted to a macro-structure on a higher level, i.e. to an emergent property. If a macro-structure is clearly related to similar microstructures, then we can easily derive the actual structure by knowing the macro-structure only. The important information for its implementation is available at least by reference. However, an abstraction to emergent qualities does not always reveal the information that leads to specific structures on the lower level because different interactions in the microstructures can lead to the same effects on a macro-level. Abstraction to emergent properties means that parts of a solution can be implemented in very different ways and no information is provided about the actual structure. This requires that a user of such an abstract pattern knows how to unfold it into a more specific one. A designer needs to know how to get from a more abstract pattern to a more concrete pattern. In order to do so s/he must know the patterns of lower abstraction levels and how to compose those to larger patterns. Such knowledge is captured in pattern languages.

If we abstract forms to their emergent effects they need to be embedded in a larger scope. By dividing a large structure into smaller parts we reduce the complexity, provide choice between alternatives, and can represent each part on different levels of abstraction. Essentially this reduction of complexity is the reverse procedure as we have already covered under “abstractions by segregation” and could be called accordingly “concretization by segregation”. What strategy to write a pattern language is preferable? Should we choose the top-down or the bottom-up strategy? We recommend starting with the bottom-up strategy. Why? In the top-down procedure there is a trap pattern writers have to be aware: if we just think on the reverse procedure of “abstractions by segregation” we may not limit our pattern language to just one concretization for the mapping on the lower level. This would mean that we do not leave possibilities for alternative design on the micro level.

The choice between alternatives is a sign of openness. Openness is important in order to take the specifics of an actual situation into account. Openness refers to the agility and adaptability of patterns as well as their compatibility with other patterns (Lea 1994). In order to adapt to the specifics of a situation, a pattern is more open if it allows a variety of sub-patterns and connects to various other patterns, i.e. it can be used in the context of alternative patterns and its resulting context offers choice between patterns.

Yet if we let too many parts of the pattern’s structure unspecified we are loosing its gestalt. That means we can no longer “see” its form as a self-contained whole. We therefore have to find a compromise where a certain amount of openness is still provided but not too much in order not to loose the gestalt.

If we proceed from the lower level to the upper level we have learned to collect and investigate all different possible solution (= “pattern mining”). Sure, to focus on the lower level and to abstract from there is a process more complicated but it prevents us from limiting our thoughts to just one “best solution”. But the best way would to use both procedures, starting from the bottom-up strategy – as we mentioned above – immediately followed by the top-down perspectives and continuing to use these two approaches alternately in an iterative loop.
3 How to choose the most appropriate level of abstraction?

If there are different levels of reality, which we frame cognitively as abstractions, so the question arises: How can we detect the most appropriate level we should focus in order to solve a certain problem? It is obvious: Some of these levels are more adequate for our design tasks than others. Maybe there is just only one level suitable for our special problem we are going to solve? Certainly the subject area where our problems are situated is important for our decision as well as the target group to which our teaching patterns are directed. But this is trivial and is not enough to specify the most suitable level of reality we should focus on abstractions.

We believe that the main criteria to choose a proper level of abstraction are embedded in real life encounters. Both lines of exemplifications show that we need to confront a real life object or process. Neither “vehicle” nor “experiential learning” qualifies in this respect. But to be embedded in real life is not enough. The object or process has to be a self-contained whole, which is independent and has – so to speak – a life of its own. Neither “auto body” nor “micro-intervention” qualifies to this restriction.

3.1 Abstraction and models

Whatever abstraction principle is at work, an abstraction is a mapping from the actual world to a model. Such mapping is a function, f: X→Y, where the value of X is mapped to another value Y. Maps in general are models that correspond to some other structure. If X = {x₁, x₂, ..., xₙ} is a list of details to be modelled, then Y={ y₁, y₂, ..., yₙ } could be a list of corresponding features in the map (Holland 2000, 30).

However, as the saying goes, the map is not the territory. A map does not only transform the original structure to corresponding features (e.g. using a different scale) – it also skips many details and alters the phenomena: “abstraction] does not accept the phenomena as they are, it changes them” (Feyerabend 1999, 5). For example, a map may not show the trees, flowers or stones of the actual landscape (abstraction by segregation). Different diameters of a street are reduced to a line of constant thickness (abstraction by aggregation). Moreover, maps often use symbols to represent certain types of entities in the landscape: cities are symbolized by a dot or a small house icon represents cottages. These icons do not tell us anything about the actual shape of the city or the houses, yet we know which effects or functions these entities have (abstraction by emergence).

We said that an abstraction is a mapping from the actual world to a model. Abstraction by segregation and abstraction by aggregation – are intuitively understood because they map reality to model in a static way. But these are static abstractions because they do not account for new emergent features that may come up as a result of the interaction between the individual elements of a class of objects or processes.

- **Concrete models**: They are real, physical objects or processes intended to map or represent some generalized phenomenon. A model can even be a structure that actually exists in the real world, i.e. a model citizen, a model student or a model school. In such cases the model is just an instance of the class it models (Goodman 1976).

- **Mental models**: A model can be a mental construct that represent real, hypothetical, or imaginary situations (Johnson-Laird 1983) . In this group we will find the important group of mathematical models.

- **Computational Models**: A model can also be something that we artificially create, e.g. a simulation or a model of molecules to better grasp their structures. In that dynamic case we try to map the behaviour of a system and have therefore also to account for the impacts of interactions (Weisberg 2013).

Not only the computational model but also concrete and mental models can be used to map system behaviour. In that case segregation and aggregation of objects is not adequate because these types of abstractions cannot account for new features, which may emerge through the interactions of their elements.

It is important to understand that mapping does not only mean to create a one-to-one correspondence between objects as we have illustrated above with “street – line” and “house icon – cottages”. A model can exist on various levels of abstraction (including concrete manifestations) as long as the essential features of what is modelled are not lost. In a model we find corresponding features for all relevant information. There is an “isomorphism” that preserves the relevant information: “The word ‘isomorphism’ applies when two complex structures can be mapped onto each other, in such a way that to each part of one structure there is a corresponding part in the other structure, where ‘corresponding’ means that the two parts play similar roles in their respective structures” (Hofstadter 1979, 49).

A dynamic model preserves the quality that emerges from the complex interaction of the elements of a substructure. This **mutual dependency** is not explicit but implicit in the order of each instance (Bohm 1981). The structural quality of the form emerges from the interplay of its part and not from the single positions of the parts.
A global behaviour that outlasts any of its components is a defining characteristic of complex systems (Johnson 2002, 82). The order is not defined by a statistical distribution of each part but the result of self-organizing parts. Elements influence each other and their configurations feedback to the configuration of other elements.

3.2 Basic categories

Our assumption can be backed up with empirical research in cognitive psychology. Eleanor Rosch and her colleagues have shown that there are basic levels in cognitive categories (Rosch and Lloyd 1978). When people are asked, “What are you sitting on?” they prefer to say “chair” rather than a concept of a lower abstraction level like “kitchen chair” or of a higher level such as “furniture”.

Basic categories – so the theory Rosch & colleagues had worked out – are characterized by relatively homogeneous sensory-motor affordances. A chair can be associated with bending of one’s knees, but the lower abstraction level like kitchen chair does not add anything important to the basic level of our (body) involvement with reality. And the higher abstraction level is too abstract to imagine (e.g. visualize) some concrete interaction with a real object.

First line of illustration – common sense example car: no. 8

We do have interactions with vehicles but the concept is too broad to imagine specific kinds of interactions. These necessary interactions for riding a bike or drive a car are so different that we cannot subordinate all of them in an effective cognitive representation. There is no visual presentation, no gestalt of a self-contained whole for “vehicle”.

On the other hand: To drive needs certain cognitive and motoric operations. They are all pretty well covered by the general concept of a car. The differences between different passenger cars of different brands do not add any significant feature of movement or interaction. Even the different cognitive and motoric challenges of a passenger car and a truck are of minor importance for our internal presentation of a car.

Second line of illustration – specialist knowledge example teaching: no. 8

What is the “basic level” of teaching? Looking at Figure 4 we certainly can dismiss the two highest levels of abstraction: Politics and institution. Writing curricula is maybe also a certain candidate for exclusion as specialists mainly do this work or – even when teacher design their own curriculum – they do this not regularly on a daily basis.

If we investigate the bottom of the hierarchy we mentioned already that micro interventions (level of educational interactions) is not suitable for educational design. So there remain the levels of educational scenarios, educational ensemble and modules. Educational scenarios are in educational textbooks listed under the concept of teaching methods. In our taxonomy we understand as methods for example group work, fish bowl, brainstorming but we also include methods to implement a certain variety of experiential learning like visit, excursion, exploration, hands-on training, internship, project and legitimate peripheral participation. But we do not include experiential learning or teacher-centered teaching, problem-based learning, and learning through case studies. These concepts do not have a direct and concrete cognitive and corporeal involvement of teachers and students. They are not basis categories of teaching.

Similar considerations apply for the levels of educational ensembles and modules. In educational ensembles teacher put together their different teaching methods they have used to reach a predefined teaching goal in a certain subject matter area. And modules are the European parlance for the level of assessment, where student performance has to be graded.

So it turned out that there are three levels of abstractions where teacher and students are involved cognitively and bodily: scenarios, ensembles and modules. All three of them could work as basic teaching level. So why not group them together? We claim that this detailed break up of reality into three abstraction levels is necessary as these levels are liable to different laws and educational principles. It easier and more convenient educate apprentice-teacher when we address each of these categories separately. It could be argued that one big problem of the educational sciences lies in the fact that these different layers of abstractions are not observed accordingly.

Taken our example of lesson planning it is obvious that educational ensembles or even modules are too big, because they do not fit in the still (at least in our countries Austria and Germany) predominant 40-50 minutes time frame of teaching units. This is the reason why there are so many German books on
teaching methods and lesson planning. At the same time we are lacking books on content blocks (Educational Ensembles in our parlance) and assessments of learning (Modules in EU parlance). In the follow up of the PISA-studies – where the German speaking countries have bad rankings – one line of discussion criticizes these small teaching units, as they require a relatively low level of planning. It is argued that German-speaking countries need to revise the structure of their educational framework similar as the PISA high ranked countries like Finland had demonstrated (Sahlberg 2011).

3.3 Graded categories, prototypes and family resemblance

In other experiments it turned out that people do have privileged concepts in their mind, which they connect strongly to a certain level of abstraction. For instance if probands were presented objects like chair or telephone and had to decide how good these items could figure as examples for furniture they came up with a ranking where chair, sofa, couch and table are the top ranked items and sewing machine, stove, refrigerator and telephone are those item least connected to the abstraction “furniture” (Rosch 1975).

These and similar results led to prototype theory: Instead of clear-cut categories in the Aristotelian sense where all items of a certain category share some of their properties Rosch and others claimed that there are graded categories where some objects are more central to the this category than others.

The cognitive linguist George Lakoff (1987) added the idea of family resemblance as another supporting evidence of prototype theory. The concept of family resemblance was developed by Ludwig Wittgenstein (1961) and claims that members of a specified category are not simply related by sharing similar features but linked by a chain of intermediate members with whom they do share some features. So it could happen that one family member of a certain category, situated far away from the prototype, do not even share one single property with another member of this category, which also can be conceptualized with a long distance to the central example (=prototype).

The primary common sense example given in this respect is “bird”. In the Aristotelian understanding a bird may be defined with common properties like feathers, a beak and the ability to fly. In contrast, prototype theory would consider a category like bird as consisting of different elements which have unequal status – e.g. a robin is more prototypical of a bird than, say a penguin.

First line of illustration – common sense example car: no. 9
There are many different cars but when we try to visualize one the chance that we imagine a normal passenger car is the highest. SUVs, pickups or trucks are not typical examples; they do not form the prototype of our concept of “car”. Clearly this could change with future development and usage behaviour and there are also some cultural differences to keep in mind.

Second line of illustration – specialist knowledge example teaching: no. 9
It is much more difficult to visualise a typical method for experiential learning. One reason for this difficulty is that teaching methods are no objects that one can touch, grasp or shape visually. Another reason is that in our daily teaching practice – at least in the German speaking countries – experiential learning approaches are still not very common. Studies show that about two-thirds of teaching interaction is still done in the teacher-centred presentation mode (Seifried and Klüber 2006, 8) We still visualize a typical learning situation with the teacher in the front of the classroom talking only supported from time to time by some media (blackboard, computer and beamer, interactive whiteboard etc.).

If we would plan an experiment and teacher present different methods of experiential learning like visit, excursion, exploration, hands-on training, internship, project, legitimate peripheral participation we would perhaps get a sound ranking. We assume that the methods of “hands-on training” or “internship” ranks higher (e.g. is more prototypical for experiential learning approaches) than visit or excursion. But it could also be that “project” would get the highest rank as this method is well known and can be integrated into “standard” teaching relatively easy. We are not sure as we are lacking empirical data.

To look for features, which are common in multiple instances, there is a tendency to seek for a common denominator. But we have learned from prototype theory and from the concept of family resemblance that this kind of procedure does not cover reality. As a result rich concepts and their many variations are reduced to a common denominator. It would be an attempt to find “unity in multiplicity” as Bortoft (1996) referring to Goethe adeptly called this kind of abstraction strategy.

The members of a category are not simply related by sharing identical or similar features but linked by a chain of intermediate members with whom they do share (some) features. Two instances (family members) are therefore
related to each other, but not by abstract commonalities, rather by being unfolded from the same primal phenomenon (so to speak from the same “ancestor” if we stick with the metaphor of “family resemblance”). – By the way: we do not force this relationship between Goethe and Wittgenstein. According to Buchholz (2006) Wittgenstein refers to Goethe’s morphology when he introduces the concept of family resemblance.

4 Summary: Grasping the wholeness, the gestalt

Taken this argumentation into account we have to distinguish between two different kinds of “right” levels. One type is just motivated by a certain practical problem under a given set of inclusive hierarchical strata. Here we ask: “What is the appropriate abstraction stratum to solve the problem in question?” The other type of “rightness” is stimulated by a consideration on the system level: “Do we have the appropriate structure and framework to solve the posed problem?” This distinction could be boiled down to the famous dictum by Peter Drucker (1963): “doing the right things and doing things right”. “Doing the right things” is committed to an overall perspective and is therefore more important than “doing things right”. But not always are we in the position to design the architecture of the whole system and then we have to limit our efforts for the solution of a problem under preset conditions.

The important consequence for our argumentation for choosing the “right” level under a given framework is the following conclusion: The “right” level of abstraction is one that is linked with basic human categories and is rich enough to consist of a manageable amount of family members which assures variety not only in details but also in important and characteristic traits. Our suggestion is that at least 20-25 family members could be a good starting point and Dunbar’s number – which lies “between 100 and 230, with a commonly used value of 150” (“Dunbar’s Number” 2013) an appropriate endpoint. Dunbar’s number is a suggested cognitive limit to the number of people with whom one can maintain stable social relationships. This seems also a good approximation to the metaphor of family resemblance: Is the family bigger than Dunbar’ number she is not manageable anymore, the family ties weaken and the community stops to function as a family. More than 150 family members in the chosen level of abstraction might already go too much into details for writing useful and practical patterns for a certain domain level.

When we write patterns we always should consider the impacts for the higher and lower hierarchical level of abstractions: Keeping in mind this triad of hierarchical levels means that our focus is always on the (relatively seen) medium levels. We will always see members of that category, which show both similarity and variation. The similarity is due to the fact that members of that category have taken the same paths in their history of unfolding. The variation in contrast is due to the fact that the process of unfolding on that level has not ended and therefore the members still unfold in different ways.

The term “unfold” signifies that the possibilities of the future development are already there but has still not evolved. It depends of different effects if these hidden properties have a chance to develop and it what direction they may evolve or mature. Writing patterns mean to catch the wholeness already intrinsically present. To grasp this essence, the whole form we need to look into the past (lower level of abstraction) and the prospective future (higher level of abstraction). Only then we will have a chance to start to grasp the whole form – the gestalt. The whole is already present as a nucleus in each concrete instance. More and more wholeness is gained in the process of unfolding.

More concrete representations capture more of the wholeness (“Gestalthaftigkeit”). A very concrete representation shows a fully unfolded instance that is no longer open to differentiations in the potential designs (“Gestaltbarkeit” is missing) (Kohls 2009). It is therefore, that patterns are abstractions on a medium-level e.g. have to be written for a (relatively seen) medium level in the hierarchy of abstractions we are interested in. They are concrete enough to let us see the whole (the “gestalt”) while at the same time they are not finite instantiations. While there are abstract representations used to communicate and capture patterns, the actual pattern includes all the forms possible. A pattern constrains the forms but it does not fully define them. It is a form category and not just an abstract form.
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